L

ooking back at my first communications as Headteacher was the only way to get a realistic sense of how long
seven years has been.

In my mind the time has flashed by in an instant but once I began to spend time reflecting, reading old notes and
looking at old photographs a new perspective and fresh appreciation emerged. My hair is greyer and my boys are
taller.
I’m not going to try and list the changes or improvements during this period or single out individuals who have
made massive contributions to the school. DHSB simply remains an outstanding environment for young people to
develop academically and socially and employs some of the most dedicated professionals with whom I’ve ever
worked. Everyone makes a unique contribution to the culture and I have enjoyed my time here immensely.
I’ve been in Plymouth long enough to be stopped by old boys, in supermarkets and hospitals, keen to tell me what
they’re doing and how they’re getting on. They all reflect on the confidence and skills they developed whilst at
DHSB; being out in the wider world has enabled them to compare themselves favourably with their competitors.
We can all feel proud of their achievements – past, present and future.
DHSB has a commitment to developing everyone in its care. Many colleagues have been promoted (two to headships in the last two years) and I have also taken on a new role and unique family adventure, one that I wouldn’t
have thought possible seven years ago.
I’m not great at leaving places and people. I know this because I’ve worked in a number of schools and authorities
in my career and have had some practice. It has been a wonderful privilege to lead the school and to work with you
all. Be kind and understanding with the school’s staff, they do a great job and leading in times of such rapid change
is difficult; we need to look after our teachers.
I will be keeping an eye on you all from The Netherlands using DHSB’s many virtual channels. I’m looking forward
to seeing and hearing about your further adventures.
Kieran Earley
Headteacher

M

r Roberts is set to be our tenth Headteacher
when he takes over from current Head, Kieran
Earley, in September. Mr Earley is leaving to take on
the role of Principal at the British School in the
Netherlands.

He said, “I wanted to become a Head as quickly as possible because you get to make the biggest impact. The
reason I came into education was to help children
achieve and inspire them to do things they never
thought they could do.

Mr Roberts aims to balance our rich history and tradition with developing the school in certain areas.

“Education is about relationships and if you can build
good relationships and show you are genuinely interested in young people then you will help them achieve
their potential.”

He said, “The school has a great tradition of heritage,
but also the raw ingredients to be really creative and
inventive.
“I want to balance that tradition and history with developing the school in the way we use technology and the
impact the school has on education nationally and internationally.”
Mr Roberts places importance on integrating technology into the learning environment. So much so that he
has won numerous national and international teaching
awards, most recently the ICT Visionary in Education at
the TES Schools Awards.
He has also given a TED talk saying, “Learning actually
saved me several times as I was growing up.”
His five minutes of fame was in 2009 when he advised
the Obama administration as part of their educational
technology reform 2020 plan.
Mr Roberts, now aged 36, originally moved from
Cheshire to Plymouth to study for a degree in Marine
Biology.
On graduation he passed officer selection for training
as a pilot but when he lost his place on medical
grounds (his legs were too long for safely ejecting from
the plane) he decided to complete a teacher training
course at the University of St Mark and St John.
He said, “I always wanted to go into teaching, but I was
going to do it as a second career and thought I would
do a couple of other things first.
“I’m passionate about learning and because I loved
learning so much, and because of what it did for me, I
always wanted to become a teacher.”
His first post was as a Science Teacher at Tamarside
Community College, now Marine Academy Plymouth.
At the age of 26 he was promoted to Head of Sixth
Form after being at the school for only two years and
later moved on to take up a position as Head of
Science at Saltash.net Community School.
Mr Roberts was quickly promoted to the post of Assistant Head and then Deputy Head. However, he always
wanted to lead a school and he left Cornwall to gain
experience overseas as Head of the International
School Seychelles.

He added, “Education is a way of empowering people
to have the best opportunities.”
Mr Roberts began working at DHSB in November 2013
as Deputy Headteacher and was appointed as the next
Headteacher in March this year.
He said, “I want to be the Head here because this is
one of the most prestigious and successful schools in
the South West. The students here are fantastic and
amazing and are so brilliant and interesting.
“The staff and Governors are brilliant too and I’m lucky
to work with such fantastic groups of colleagues; there’s
a real close-knit family feel to the school.
“It’s still early but one of the things I’m doing this term is
consulting with lots of groups of students, staff and parents about what we are particularly proud of and what
our strengths are and where we think we need to continue to develop.”
Sarah Nicholson
Head’s PA

A

nd it evolves! The Learning Commons…

Whilst tidying up and starting to move the library into temporary storage I found a copy of the Old Boys Magazine
from 2004. I began to look through the pages and discovered it was the edition which unveiled the opening of the
all new 21st century Learning Resource Centre (aka the Library).
The magazine quotes ‘The completion of the new LRC is by no means the end of the story, plans for the future
include providing an improved networked source of information provider and enhancing the integration of information provider and study skills’.
It was really interesting to get an insight into how the space was envisioned and how students would use it. I feel
we have always known which direction school libraries need to go but only now are we truly ready to make the next
big step into creating a real technology enhanced, flexible Learning Commons.
So what is a Learning Commons? When we started to develop the concept there was no clear definition but there
was a clear aim. Here is one definition of a Learning Commons.
‘Learning Commons are educational spaces, similar to libraries and classrooms that share space for information
technology, remote or online education, tutoring, collaboration, content creation, meetings and reading or study.’
Over the past year a lot of work has been done with both staff and students to develop every aspect of the new
Learning Commons. The three key areas are Atmosphere, Behaviour and Culture. To inspire a culture of hard work
and learning the whole atmosphere of the space and behaviour that is expected is paramount to achieving
success.
Instead of having lots of DOs and DON’Ts we developed a list of expectations that will shape the whole new
approach in the Learning Commons.

So these are exciting times as building work has now commenced ready for the September launch and we can’t
wait to see students continue to flourish in this all new learning space. The space should accommodate everyone’s
needs; reading, group work, private study, socialising, software development (Thinkspace), Chromebook lending
and much more!
Ben Forte
Director of the Learning Commons

What are you doing now?
I’m currently a Management Consultant for Deloitte UK, working predominantly with public sector
entities. I spend my time in the offices of our clients, supporting them in their efforts to make business processes more efficient whilst improving the ‘customer’ experience they offer. After my A
levels, I studied Politics at Lancaster University with my second year spent abroad at the University
of California, Irvine. I obtained a first class honours degree and received the departmental prize for
my endeavours.
What advice would you give to someone joining DHSB?
Be yourself and spend time doing what you are interested in. DHSB is a fantastic school, serving as
a safe learning environment where academic success is celebrated. Don’t be afraid to contribute in
class or ask ‘silly’ questions; you’ll often find that many of your class mates wish to know the same answers, but may not have
the confidence (or in some cases, the maturity) to ask themselves. Also, keep yourself busy. Read a lot, play sport (rugby preferably) and try new things. Join clubs and get involved – whether that be running for School Council Representative or playing
in a band. Don’t be afraid to compete against others. There will always be someone bigger or better than you in the world, and
thus NOT doing something because of this fact is not an option. You could run the 100m sprint at sports day every year and
lose every time, but if your personal best improves each year, you are winning.
What advice would you give a Sixth Former leaving school?
Two things that you will probably have heard a lot; read the news and travel. I have found that ‘knowing what’s going on in the
world’ has opened so many doors for me. Speaking from a position of knowledge on a subject brings you far more credibility,
and gives the impression that you have a depth and maturity to you that others might not. When that subject is ‘the world’, you
come across as an active citizen aware of the implications of day to day events. Even within my job now, I am far more useful to
my clients if I know the intricacies of their industry than if I know the textbook definitions of consultancy terms.
Do you have a message for any of your teachers?
Thank you so much. Mr Riggs, Mr Macleod and Ms Anstee made my A levels engaging, and I learnt to play rugby with Mr
Strang and Mr Burt.

What are you doing now?
I am training at Oxford Aviation Academy, on an MPL
Airline licence, with sponsorship from EasyJet aiming to
be a First Officer Co-Pilot flying European routes with
EasyJet.
What route did you take to this point?
I chose Maths, Physics, Psychology and English Literature for A Levels, I also was a member of the Air
Cadets, where my biggest achievement was being
accepted onto the gliding scholarship and receiving my
gliding wings from this ten day course.
Following my A Levels, I attended Brunel University
(West London) where I studied Aviation Engineering
with Pilot Studies (BEng), which allowed me to work
towards my Private Pilot Licence as well as receiving a
Bachelor Engineering degree. Having finished University with a 2:1, I applied for the EasyJet MPL course
Significant decisions you had to make?
This career requires many serious decisions. I had to
make sure at 16 that this was definitely the career for
me before I made my investment into university. The
financial investment into commercial training is not an
easy decision. However, the rewards from working as
an Airline Pilot exceed the financial input at the beginning.

What can your career offer you?
Since a child, I have always wanted to be an Airline
Pilot. I have never wanted a routine nine to five,
Monday to Friday job, and my career offers far from
this! It offers me the chance to travel the world and sit in
my office at 35,000 feet with the best views on the
plane.
Any fond memories of school?
These were easily the best years of my life. My favourite memories were Duke of Edinburgh and Ten Tors (35
and 45 miles), as I have always taken a keen interest in
outdoor activities.
I always took part in extra curriculum activities at school
and was very honoured when I was awarded the Melvin
Holmes Trophy at Speech Day because of the many
charity events I used to hold. Over the years at DHSB, I
made friends who will be my friends for life, despite our
different career paths.

T

he school debating society has been active for just over a
century. The early debates, as recorded in the school
magazines, give a marvellous record of the ideas and values
of boys at this school.
The following debate occurred almost exactly 100 years ago,
14 months into the First World War, and it follows the German
use of poison gas on 22 April 1915, which was condemned
almost universally worldwide.
The subject, proposed by William H Bosworthick, was “This
house believes that England continue to regard the Hague
Convention”.
Mr Bosworthick opened with the following speech, “Germany
through her disregard of the Hague Convention has done this
barbaric act, but what advantage has she gained? Her use of
gas has only acquired, for her, an insignificant amount of territory, which we could regain whenever we pleased.
“Now, the employment of gas by the Allies, should we choose
to use it, would result in an irreparable loss of prestige among
the nations, who would regard it as a certain indication that
we were at the end of our resources. What would posterity
think of us if we were compelled to resort to such means to
win the war?”
RFE Cook opposing the motion continued, “Mr Bosworthick is
misled. Our enemies should be treated in the same way as a
nest of pestilent rats. The dastardly and barbaric conduct of
the Huns has thrust them outside the pale of human civilisation, and had reduced them to the level of mere animal nuisances. Should we scruple, therefore, by what means we rid
the earth of such despicable and inhuman creatures? Surely
savages must be met with their own weapons, and the civilisation of the human race must not be imperilled by hesitation
as to the means of preserving it.”
TH Martin supporting the motion said, “It must be considered
that for England to depart from her honourable principle of
observing strictly the terms of any agreement entered into by
her, would be to cast an indelible blot on the character of the
English people.”
The school magazine says that a lively and interesting discussion ensued. Finally the motion was carried by “a great majority”.
There are some footnotes to this debate however. The British
had started to use poison gas on 25 September 25, three
weeks before this debate but news of this may not have
reached England. William Henry Bosworthick the proposer of
this motion left the school with more qualifications than anyone before him. He gained eight distinctions in his Cambridge
exams (coming first in the country) and he won a scholarship
to Oxford University. Rather than take it up immediately he
signed up and joined the Devonshire Regiment as a Second
Lieutenant.
He finished training and was posted on 24 October 1918, just
18 days before the armistice; he died two weeks later, killed
defending his men, just four days before the end of the war.
Ian Hodgins
Old Boy and School Archivist

The school debating society still meets regularly with student
leaders from the Sixth Form.
During a recent lunchtime the society (also known as the
Devonport Union) hosted a debate with the motion being “This
house would have the school emphasise eBooks and online
resources over traditional resources”.
The debate had a great turnout and a good range of year
groups in attendance. The first point to be raised was about
the emotional attachment that is felt from holding and retaining a physical book. Some felt that they could get more from a
physical book because it felt more personal, you can fold the
pages, mark the pages and make notes. Equally many students prefer the way that you can highlight, immediately look
up word definitions and search an eBook for key words.
It was then raised that research suggests students retain
more information when reading from physical books.
Several students felt that it may be a generation thing. Younger generations feel more comfortable using digital resources
because it is what they are used to vs older generations are
used to paper. That is maybe why information might not be
retained as well.
Discussions then went on to the topic of costs. Many students
believe eBooks offer great financial benefits with services
such as Amazon Kindle offering thousands of eBooks free of
charge. This was counter argued by Local Authority libraries
also being free but with government budget restraints many
libraries are now closing and the point was raised as to
whether the government could provide an eBook service.
There was a good staff presence at the debate and some
great points were raised in favour of eBooks. Firstly saying
you can annotate an eBook but not a school textbook. Also
eBooks can be updated easily without the need to throw away
and buy new books which has high costs and high impacts on
the environment. There are also other benefits that eBooks
can offer to people with disabilities such as an audio facility or
text being enlarged for visually impaired students.
The general consensus was that an eReader such as the
Kindle was a good replacement but devices such as iPads did
not make good eReader devices due to backlit screens causing eye strain, too many distractions and poor battery life (a
physical book never runs out of battery).
The debate concluded in favour of eBooks vs physical books.
So where next…
Ben Forte
Director of the Learning Commons

R

ecently we received a copy of a speech made by
Lord Astor at the DHSB Prize Giving held in February 1939.
In his message to the school, Lee Fox, the grandson of
Mrs Stephens, former Lady Mayoress of Plymouth,
said, “I came across this interesting Lord Astor article
which gave me some inspiration for an education program I'm involved at a vocational high school in
the USA.”
We can also take inspiration from the 1939 Speech Day
article. Especially poignant due to the date of publication, the speech contains much advice which is still relevant to our students today.
Lord Astor, talking about the individual in a mechanical
age, advises students not to lose initiative, enterprise
and the power of leadership.
He said, “I warn you boys against the slogan of ‘safety
first’. Let us never lose the spirit of initiative, let us be
prepared, if necessary, to take risks.”
He added, “The object of a school is to teach children to
be able and willing to take risks when they go out in life.
To train their brains, bodies and characters to make
conscious effort and exercise the necessary will to win.”

Mr Scoble, Lord Mayor, expressed admiration for the
attainments recorded by Plymouth schools, which were
bettered year after year. The explanation, he believed,
was the teamwork between teachers, students and parents.
He hoped the ability to co-operate would be retained by
the boys on leaving school.
They were following a long line of boys who had been
mentally equipped to face the great problems of the
world.
Mr Simmonds, Headmaster, said the number of students had increased to 650. In the curriculum, developments had been made in art, music and religious instruction.
The school had broken records in quantity and quality
of scholarships and academic success.
In sporting activities the school was the only one in the
region at which both winter games, Rugby and Association Football, were played simultaneously.
Film and camera clubs had also been introduced to the
school.

L

ooking back over the seven years that
Mr Earley has been with us, I wanted
to consider the evolution, over the last
four of those years, of the Plymouth Employability Passport.

Consultation with the Chamber of Commerce led to the extension of the skills areas to nine, with an added focus on Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) and after
several rewrites and design ideas we were ready to trial once
again, in several of the PLT schools, in June last year.
By this time we had evolved to having two booklets with a
colourful rainbow design; and this version was also widely
presented in the region, for instance at the annual Devon and
Cornwall Careers Conference.

The DHSB Award, to use its original name, started life during
the summer holidays of 2011 as a fairly amateur-ish leaflet in
DHSB green, which I persuaded our Leadership Group to
allow me to try out with our students.
The award was designed to recognise and reward crucial
employability skills developed by students in addition to their
academic exam grades.
This first version soon had jazzy new blue swirl branding courtesy of a designer contact, but maintained its focus on key
employability skills of team working, target setting and problem solving. The award was launched in school in 2012, and
trialled successfully with several students achieving gold level
awards by completing challenges and presenting to governors.
We also came to the notice of the Plymouth Careers Education, Information and Guidance group, and it was decided to
develop the award for use in all Plymouth Schools via the
Plymouth Learning Trust group of Headteachers.

The current incarnation, after lots of feedback and consultation with local businesses, schools and Plymouth City Council,
is a slimmed down booklet of six skills area.
Team working, communication, client service and business
awareness, organisation, planning and time management,
problem solving and innovation, and self-awareness.
We have gained financial backing from Plymouth University
who are funding the original print run, and are looking forward
to launching city-wide in September.
I am very proud to have been involved
with this project from the start, and as
Mr Earley moves on to new challenges
abroad, I shall be tackling my own set
of challenges here in Plymouth, delighted that DHSB has been responsible not only for initiating the award but
for seeing it through.
Sue Moreton
IAG Co-ordinator

Large print copies of DHSB Today
and other school publications are
available on request.
Please contact the
Curriculum Support Centre on
01752 208787

DHSB Today is the newsletter of
Devonport High School for Boys
Reports and photos should be sent to the editor
Sarah Nicholson at sarah.nicholson@dhsb.org
School news is also published weekly on the
Head’s Blog at www.dhsb.org/blog
Follow us on Twitter @dhsboys
@kieran_earley
@danjjroberts

